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Introduction
Introduce Alan and Jack
Something about the Building, emergency, staging area, phone numbers

Have you traveled and when you tried to plug your
phone charger into a receptacle -- moved your hands
away and the phone charger fell out on the floor.. ?
Did you pick up the charger and bent the prongs out and
then wedged the charger back into the receptacle
This seems to work, BUT this is only a Band-Aid on the real
problem The receptacle is worn out…

Introduction … cont.
In many, many homes and especially in older homes
the interface between the people living and working at
this location and the electrical supply is worn out. (Big
flowery words for the receptacles and switches are
worn beyond their useful life)
Nobody tells a home owner that the receptacles in their
home are subject to wear and should be replaced
when the receptacles and switches become
damaged.

In part because the receptacles in the kitchen/bathroom are
used frequently and the receptacles installed in the living
room behind the couch are only used during the Christmas
season for the window lights and to plug in the Christmas tree.
And is some cases the receptacles are only used once or
twice a year.
This leads to greatly unequal wear on these outlets.
Sometimes these worn-out outlets causes the homeowner to
just avoid using the switches/receptacles in this location.
*rely on stand lamps, extension cords

The reason this condition should be investigated is because
worn out receptacles or switches can lead to heating and
fire [show the one from Rick Bowe].

Part of the circuit was live and part of it was
Dead. Careful examination revealed a
Discoloration on the face of the receptacle
Plate behind the sofa.

A lot of home builders and their electrical subcontractors elect
to use inexpensive switches and receptacles for three reasons.
No 1. The price of the device and the ability to purchase
“Contractor Pack” quantities for an even better buy.
No 2. Ease of installation because the wire connection type
is Push Back where a person strips the wire insulation and
pushes the wire through a spring connector into the back
of the receptacle.
No 3. The size of the device because the physical size of
cheap devices is smaller than the better types facilitating
the installation of the device into a crowded box.

When it has been determined
that a receptacle or switch
should be replaced, then the
decision making process
asks, what do I replace it
with..?
You go to the big box store
and look in the electrical
section at the huge
assortment of switches,
receptacles, specialized bits.

WHAT DO I DO NOW..!??? I’M JUST
SO CONFUSED..!!!
You can always just go “like for
like.” You go to the store and pick
out the cheapest
receptacle/switch … turn off the
power … remove the failed device
… install the new one … power up
and you’re good to go. Look,
there on the box is a statement
saying “Residential Grade.” And
depending on the usage this might
last for another 10 years, or it might
fail within days.

Residential Grade
No Back Strap

No Connection Screws
On the Side

Cut-away showing
Internal strap

Flimsy Metal for Sliding Connection

Residential Grade Expensive Junk
Connection Screws on Side but
No Back Strap

Push Back Connection Holes Rated #14 AWG
15 amp only

Devices are rated for the number of operations such as plug-in
and remove. They are also sensitive to the level of heat
generated by the sliding fit of the plug and receptacle. And
finally how rough is the cord end being handled.
Do you pull the plug by jerking on the cord ??
If you’re concerned about installing the bottom of the line
equipment where you and your family live. Then you should
investigate installing “spec grade” receptacles and switches.
They’re made better and they are more expensive.

Spec Grade Receptacle

Connection Screws
on Side

Solid Sliding
Connection

Back Strap

Cutaway shows Screw-Type
Connection

Commercial Grade
Switches & Receptacle

Slightly better and Slightly Heavier
Than Spec Grade

Hospital Grade Receptacles
These receptacles were engineered to answer a specific need.
They had to be engineered to operate through many, many cycles of insertion
and removal. Rough handling of the cords.
Good conductivity and high amperage carrying capacity. They had to be the
best of the receptacles, because failure could be life threatening.
They are the most expensive of the group at $20 to $30 each. And you as a
home owner shouldn’t buy these. To much money for the service expected

Solidly built, good materials, heavy backstrap, screw & back wire connections, Every positive
feature required to be a good receptacle.

Snap Switches
Residential Grade
This style of switch is for use in the home with the expected load to
be tungsten lighting or straight resistive load.
With the introduction of fluorescent lights in the home this type of
switch was unequal to the task. The contact points were not large
enough to handle the inductive kick-back

Spec Grade
This type of snap-switch is bigger and more robust and when cut
open revels a larger contact surface and the connection points on
the side of the switch are not “Push-Back” style

Residential Grade Snap Switches
Broken
Case

Cutaway showing small
Contacts closed

Small
Thin
Flimsy
& Single
Voltage
Cutaway showing small
Contacts open

Spec Grade Snap Switch

Dual Voltage Rating on
the escutcheon

Switch shown open

Switch shown closed

Dual Voltage, heavy frame, good grade of materials

Shows switch
contacts

Back Wire
& Screw Connections

Extension Cords:
The Good the
Bad and the
(Ugly)Dangerous

Objective:
Attendees will learn the difference between quality,
junk, and what’s dangerous with extension cord.
This session will provide attendees with practical
knowledge for:

Extension Cord
Used In the Workplace
and
Used at Home

Why do we need
to make sure the
extension cord is
properly used and
selected?

Extension cords are a leading cause of
electrical fires, and have caused injury and
death if used improperly.
An estimated 3,300 residential fires originate
from extension cords each year.
Results in 50 deaths and 270 injuries to people.
Electrical Safety Foundation International (ESFI)
50,900 fires attributed to electrical failure or
malfunction, 490 deaths and 1,440 injuries
Each Year

What can go wrong with extension cords?
Overloaded extension cords:
 Trying to operate with too much load on
the extension cord.
 Using wrong size cord for the conditions.
 Operating fully loaded at continuous load level.
 Covering extension cords with heat trapping
materials (i.e. rugs, clothing, blankets)

An overheated extension cord was the cause of a
blaze that heavily damaged a garage and destroyed a
Volkswagen Jetta.

More
Examples of
Overloaded
Extension
Cords

What can go wrong with extension cords?
A heavy reliance on extension cords is an
indication that you may have too few outlets to
address your electrical needs.

What can go wrong with extension cords?

Improper storage or use
of extension cords.

Extension cords should not be run
in the water or exposed to water
without proper protections.
Do not place extension
cord under carpet.

What can go wrong with extension cords?

Failing to inspected
extension cords.

Using visibly damaged
extension cords.

Placing cords that can become Permanently securing extension
damaged due to pinch points.
cords to building surface.

What can go wrong with extension cords?
More than half of the injuries
involve fractures, lacerations,
contusions, or sprains caused by
people tripping over the cords.

Placing cords so that they don’t
become a tripping hazard.

Polarized plugs features reduce
the risk of electric shock.

What is the
amperage
rating of
extension
cords?

What is the rating of this extension cord?
If cord is marked on the cord #16 AWG
What is the maximum amperage rating of the extension cord?
15
Amps

20
Amps

Max 13 Amp Load
#16 AWG
With 15 amp plugs
50 feet or less

13
Amps

10
Amps

Max 10 Amp Load
#16 AWG
With 15 amp plugs
50 feet through 100 feet

What is the rating of this extension cord?
If cord is marked on the cord #14 AWG
What is the maximum amperage rating of the extension cord?
20
Amps

15
Amps

Max 15 Amp Load
#14 AWG
With 15 amp plugs
50 feet and under

13
Amps

10
Amps

Max 13 Amp Load
#14 AWG
With 15 amp plugs
50 feet through 100 feet

What is the rating of this extension cord?
If cord is marked on the cord #12 AWG.
What is the maximum amperage rating of the extension cord?
20
Amps

15
Amps

13
Amps

Max 15 Amp Load
#12 AWG
With 15 amp plugs
50 feet and under

10
Amps

Max 15 Amp Load
#12 AWG
With 15 amp plugs
50 feet through 100 feet

Max 20 Amp Load
#12 AWG
With 20 amp plugs
50 feet and under

What are the approximate costs of these extension cord?
Extension Cord

Size

Amp Rating

Costs (Approximate)

50 Feet

#16

13 Amps

$10 - $20

100 Feet

#16

10 Amps

$20 - $30

50 Feet

#14

15 Amps

$30 - $40

100 Feet

#14

13 Amps

$40 - $50

50 Feet

#12

15 Amps

$60 - $70

100 Feet

#12

15 Amps

$90 - $100

50 Feet

#10

20 Amps

$90 - $100

100 Feet

#10

20 Amps

$140 - $150

25 Feet

#10

30 Amps

$90 - $100

What are the resistances of the extension cord?
Resistance
100 Ft

Resistance
10 Ft

Resistance
1 Ft

House – Wiring

12

0.15880

0.015880

0.001588

Medium Duty Power Wire

14

0.25250

0.025250

0.002525

Light Duty
Appliances

16

0.40160

0.04016

0.00402

Appliance cords

18

0.63850

0.06385

0.00639

Small loads

20

1.01500

0.10150

0.01015

What does the
marking tell us
about an
extension cord?

BLUE CORD
(UL) 16/3

SJTW

E-25411 c(UL) FT2
Flammability of the wire

Wire Size = 16 AWG
Number of Conductors = 3
Hot - Neutral - Ground

UL Tag

S

= Service Grade

J

= Hard Service (300V)

T

= Thermoplastic

W

= Outdoor/Sun Light

Informational Tag

ORANGE CORD
(UL) SJTW E-176194
CSA TYPE SJTW LL108777

16AWGX3C VW-1 75oC

16AWGX3C FT2 60oC MADE IN CHINA

Light Duty
Indoor / Outdoor
Extension Cord

25 Feet (7.6M)

16 Gauge - 13 Amps - 125V
UL Tag

Informational Tag

YELLOW CORD
POLARSOLAR 12AWG (3.31mm2) 3C SJEOOW E-54834 (UL) 300V -50oC to 105oC -CSA LL39753 SJTOOW (TPE) 300V -50oC to 105oC FT2 Water Resistant
Meets OSHA Hard Usage Requirements
UL Listed Outdoor Use
Cord Set
BY-36,012
15A
125V
1875W
73-42
Suitable for outdoor
Appliances- Store
indoors when not in use.
E53440
A42706612
© 2012 UL LLC
UL Tag

Informational Tag

(UL) SJTW E-176194

16AWGX3C VW-1 75oC

60oC
75oC
90oC
105oC

=
=
=
=

140oF
167oF
194oF
221oF

What does it mean if a cord feels
hot to the touch?
The temperature rating of a conductor is a maximum
temperature, at any location along its length, that the
conductor can withstand over a prolonged period of
time without serious degradation.
Onset of a second degree burn on
skin is around 180oF for .1 seconds.

How to
interpret the
markings on
the extension
cord.

What is the conductor marking of the extension cord?
YUNG LI

Manufacturer's name

(UL) E241374

Manufacturer "UL" reference number. Manufacturer
specific

SJT

Service Junior Thermoplastic (SJT) 300 Volt

4/C

Number of conductors inside the cord (4 conductors
in this example)

12AWG(3.3mm²)

Gauge for each conductor (outside diameter in
mm2)

105°C

Maximum temperature before plastic may degrade
if allowed to continue above this rating.

300V

Voltage rating

VW-1

UL designation for the type of flame test used to
determine the flammability of the wire

CSA 177323

Canadian Standards Association number relating to
the product manufacturer.

FT2

CSA designation for the type of flame test used to
determine the flammability of the wire

What is the conductor marking of the extension cord?
S

= Service Grade - 600V (Extra hard service)
(Hard Service - When it’s followed by J, V, or P)

J

= Hard Service - 300V

V

= Vacuum cleaner cord - 300V (also light duty cable)

P

= Parallel cord – 300V (also known as zip cord)

E

= Thermoplastic Elastomer (UL/NEC designation ONLY)

O

= Oil Resistant (Outer jacket is oil resistant)

OO = Oil Resistant (Conductor and outer jacket are oil resistant)
T

= Thermoplastic

W

= Outdoor- Sunlight resistant jacket and wet location rated

H

= Heater cable

VW-1 = Flame retardant (Vertical test)
FT2 = Flame retardant (Horizontal test)

What is the flame/fire marking on the extension cord?
Flame Retardant = A cable that will not convey or propagate a fire as
defined by the Flame Retardant or Propagation Tests indicated below
FT2 = Flame retardant (Horizontal test)
Horizontal flame spread test, small scale, uses same burner as VW1,
maximum propagation 2 inches.
VW-1 = Flame retardant (Vertical test)
Vertical wire test to measure flame propagation, small scale, uses
Bunsen burner, maximum propagation 12 inches

What is the SPT marking on the extension cord?
SPT cables feature stranded copper conductors and polyvinylchloride
(PVC) insulation, and resist oil, water, acid, alkali, and ozone. All
three types of cable are rated up to 300 volts and 60°C or 105°C.
SPT-1 Wire is the most popular SPT cord. SPT-1 has an insulation
thickness of .030”. Because it has the thinnest insulation of the SPT
wires, it also has the lowest amperage.
SPT-2 Wire features a thicker insulation than SPT-1 Wire at .045”
thick. As a result, SPT-2 also has a higher maximum amp rating,
and is able to handle more power.
SPT-3 Wire is the newest type of SPT cable, and it also has the
heaviest construction. While SPT-3’s insulation ranges from 0.060”
to 0.110” thick, its maximum amp rating does not greatly vary
from SPT-2 wire’s amperage.

What is the SPT marking on the extension cord?
SPT cables feature stranded copper conductors and polyvinylchloride
(PVC) insulation, and resist oil, water, acid, alkali, and ozone. All
three types of cable are rated up to 300 volts and 60°C or 105°C.
SPT-1 Wire is the most popular SPT cord. SPT-1 has an insulation
thickness of .030”. Because it has the thinnest insulation of the SPT
SPT-1
andlowest
SPT-2 amperage.
used for lamps, clocks,
wires, it also
has the
household fans and small appliances
notasubjected
to hard usage
SPT-2 Wirewhere
features
thicker insulation
than SPT-1 Wire at .045”
thick. As a result, SPT-2 also has a higher maximum amp rating,
and is able to handle more power.
SPT-3 Wire
is the
newest
of SPTcord
cable,
it also has the
SPT-3
with
three type
conductor
for and
power
heaviest supply
construction.
Whilerefrigeration
SPT-3’s insulation
ranges from 0.060”
to domestic
equipment
to 0.110”and
thick,
its maximum
amp rating does not greatly vary
window
type air conditioners.
from SPT-2 wire’s amperage.

What information
is found on the UL
Tag that is on the
extension
Cord?

Why look for the certification on the extension cord?
Look for a certification label from an independent testing lab such as UL
(Underwriters Laboratories ) or ETL (Electrical Testing Laboratories)
on the package and on the product itself.

Products with this certification label meet current industry safety standards.
For extension cords, look for a permanently attached certification label on
the cord near the plug.

Listed Outdoor Use
Cord Set
BY-36,012
15A
125V
1875W
73-42

Example of a
UL Tag

Suitable for outdoor
Appliances- Store
indoors when not in
use.
E53440
A42706612
© 2012 UL LLC

What other tags
could be found on
the extension
Cord?

Manufacturer Trademark or Symbol
Manufacturer Address
Additional Marking needed by Manufacturer
______________________
Light Duty
Indoor / Outdoor
Extension Cord

25 ft. (7.6 M)

16 Gauge – 13 Amp – 125 V
_______________________

Example of an
Informational Tag

DANGER:
ELECTRICAL CORDS
CAN BE HAZARDOUS

Misuse Can Result in FIRE or DEATH by ELECTRICAL SHOCK.
Please Read BOTH SIDES Carefully and
Follow ALL Directions.
BEFORE USE
A Cord Set Not Marked For Outdoor Use is To Be Used Indoors Only.
See UL Label For Outdoor Marking.
Inspect Thoroughly Before Each Use.
DO NOT USE IF DAMAGED
Look for the NUMBER OF WATTS On Appliances To Be Plugged into Cord.
See PRODUCT or LABEL Marking for SPECIFIC WATTAGE.
Do Not Plug More Than The SPECIFIED NUMBER OF WATTS into the cord.
Do Not Run Through Doorways, Holes in Ceilings, Walls or Floors.
GRASP PLUG to Remove From Outlet.
Make Sure Appliance is OFF Before Connecting Cord to Outlet.
FULLY INSERT Plug into Outlet.
Do Not Remove, Bend, or Modify Any Metal Prongs or Pins of Cord.
Do Not Use Excessive Force to Make Connections.
Do Not connect a Three Prong Plug to a Two-Hole Cord.
THIS IS A POLARIZED CORD.

Lead is used
sometimes in
rubber/plastic to
make it more
flexible, but there
are other ways to
accomplish the
same thing

DANGER:
ELECTRICAL CORDS
CAN BE HAZARDOUS

Misuse Can Result in FIRE or DEATH by ELECTRICAL SHOCK.
Please Read BOTH SIDES Carefully and
Follow ALL Directions.
DURING USE
Keep Away From Water
DO NOT USE WHEN WET
Keep Children and Pets Away From Cord
Do Not Plug One Extension Cord into Another.
AVOID OVERHEATING.
Uncoil Cord and Do Not Cover It With Any Material.
Do Not Drive, Drag or Place Objects Over Cord.
Do Not Walk on Cord.
AFTER USE
GRASP PLUG to Remove From Outlet.
Always Store Cord INDOORS.
Always Unplug When Not in Use.
Do Not Unplug By Pulling On Cord.
Warning:
This product contains chemicals, Including lead, known to the
State Of California to cause cancer, and birth defects or other
reproductive harm.
Wash hands after handling.
DO NOT REMOVE THIS TAG

What do you need
know to select an
extension cord
based on
continuous load?

Continual use can cause the insulation to
rapidly deteriorate, creating a dangerous
shock and fire hazard.
NEC - A load where the maximum current is
expected to continue for 3 hours or more is
defined as a:

Continuous Load
The conductor size shall have an allowable
ampacity not less than 125% of the
continuous load.

When would we
need to worry
about a
continuous load
issue?

Example #1:
Given:
 1500 W
 125 Volts
 12 Amps

Connected to a cord that
is marked:
 100 ft
 #16 AWG

Example:

A heating load requires 12.5 Amps,
Used 100ft - #16 AWG extension cord.
Given:
The load shall operate for 3 hour or longer
The code requires the ampacity to increase by 125%
Remember the cord is rated at
10 Amps (50 feet through 100 feet)

Answer:
12 A * 1.25 = 15 Amps
New cord size increases to:
100ft - #12 AWG
Cord good for 20 Amps, but rated at 15Amps (Plug)

Example #2:

Connected to a cord
that is rated:
Given:
 1000 Watts
 120 Volts
8.3 Amps


 10 ft
 #16 AWG
 Rated for 13 Amps

P = I * E or I = P / E or I = 1000W / 120V = 8.3 Amps

Example:
A heating load requires 1000 Watts, You select a
10ft - #16 AWG extension cord.

Given:
The load shall operate for 3 hour or longer
requires the ampacity to increase by 125%
Answer:
8.3 A * 1.25 = 10.4 Amps
No new cord size required
10ft - #16 AWG
(Rated at 13Amps)

Substandard
Extension
Cords

What makes a substandard extension cords?
Counterfeit
Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
certification labels.

No identifying marks
or
model numbers

Most were
made in China.

Defective cords fail to meet
current industry safety
standards

From the Consumer Product Safety Commission

Substandard

Can you say: inferior, second-rate, low-quality, poor, below par,
subpar, imperfect, faulty, defective, shoddy, shabby, unsound,
unsatisfactory, third-rate
Consumer Product Safety Commission
identifies that these substandard cords were
sold at discount stores and small retailers for
about $1 to $7.
Can be overloaded easily even if used to plug
in small appliances.
Package says: #16 AWG good for 13Amps
Actual size might be #20 AWG @ 5 Amps

From the Consumer Product Safety Commission
NORTHBROOK, Ill., January 26, 2009 –
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL) is notifying
consumers that extension cords, identified below, bear
a counterfeit UL Mark for the United States and
Canada. These extension cords have not been
evaluated for safety by UL and are not eligible to bear
the UL Mark.
Name of Product:
Extension Cord, models EE6W and EE9W
Units: Unknown quantity
Manufacturer: Unknown
Date of Manufacture: Unknown
Identification of Counterfeit Product: On the
product: These products, which come in different
lengths, have a label with a counterfeit UL Mark and the
following information:
Cord Set
BX-3834
13A
125 V
1625W
E-233301
Sold at: The products are known to be sold at HD
Supply Repair and Remodel stores, and may be sold by
other retailers.

Photo of product with
counterfeit UL Mark:

CPSC is working with U.S. Customs to identify
shipments of substandard cords before they reach
store shelves. The investigators are continuing to
monitor the cords currently being sold in stores.
The Commission also is working with Chinese trade
officials to stop exports of substandard cords to the
United States.

Thank you

